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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS

Confession nourishes the consciousness and purifies it because before Me it reveals the mistakes
and the tests that the Lord sends you to be transcended and overcome; because in the daily
confession of the soul to My Sacred Heart all of the spaces of the consciousness are harmonized and
My Ray of pacification can organize each life.

In the confession exists the mystery of the Divine Love that is revealed to the soul that is willing to
banish the obstacles that are created by the different aspects of life.

For confession, as an act of reparation and of mercy, the consequences that could be predicted for
the consciousness can change by the intercession of the law of Grace and of the law of Forgiveness.

That soul that is willing to confess itself with Me will be entering into the universe of My
Compassion and from this perpetual space will be erased from the heart the consequences that
continue to hurt the essences of each being.

In confession is constructed the temple of the communion with Me and in this way the souls escape
from the mistakes and temptations that the enemy imposes with each new test.

Through the sacred confession the hearts will be able to construct a new and peaceful spirit; a Spirit
of God that will allow them to find light and wisdom about all of the subjects of life.

Confession is not an admission of faults and mistakes, confession is the bridge to the Infinite Mercy
of the Lord.

Through confession will be untied the knots that impede the perfect union of the souls with Me.

Under the Light of the Father, be blessed.

Thank you for listening to My words with love!

Christ Jesus, the Faithful Confessor.


